How Much Can You Do to Fight Global Warming?
These Untold Strategies Create Real Change!
Dear Citizen of the Earth,
Over the next 30 days, you’ll discover how you can fight global warming by making
small changes in your daily life.
As you make these changes you’ll be amazed as you see the tons of CO 2 you’ll
keep out of the atmosphere, but….
These steps are only the beginning of the impact you could have.
Sadly, if you’re like most people, you have no idea how much change is really
possible. No clue at all.

The Facts Have Been Dumbed Down
You’ve been sold a myth…a myth that takes the real power out of your hands.
A myth that hides the most effective strategies for change and leaves you with a
list of simple baby steps.
Our leaders have decided for you how much you can know and do to make a
difference. They believe you’re not able to handle reality.
You’ve gotten an easy-listening version of the truths you need to know!
So, if you’re not ready to learn the real causes of the global warming crisis -- not
ready to create real change at a level you’ve never imagined – then don’t read any
further.
However…

I Believe You Deserve To Be Treated As An Adult
You deserve to get all the facts and see the whole picture…to decide for yourself
how much you’re ready to do to save our beautiful planet.
That’s why I’m giving you this one-time offer for a free 20-day preview of two
exclusive, up-to-the-minute e-books by myth busting e-author Alexis Zeigler.
Consider it a special “thank you” just for signing up for this e-course!

You’ll learn the shocking realities that lie at the core of the global warming crisis
when you read these two powerful volumes:
“Culture Change: Civil Liberty, Peak Oil, and the End of Empire”
Uncover the hidden history of global warming and the critical
choices that lie before you if life on Earth is going to continue!
“Beyond Greenhype: Real Solutions for Climate Change”
Learn the no-holds-barred facts about today’s green
technologies…and the actions you need to take now if those
technologies are going to have any real impact!

Discover the Facts You Won’t Find on Amazon…
Go beyond the popular myths to discover the whole truth about the real causes of
global warming and what you can do about it.
For example, in these books you’ll learn:
The current event that Big Oil is still denying, which geologist M. King
Hubbert predicted in 1956 - See Culture Change, page 37.
The deepest cause of global warming (beyond fossil fuels) - See Beyond
Greenhype, page 25.
The hidden consequences of using biofuels like corn, soy, and wood as a
substitute for petroleum - See Culture Change, page 47.
The economic obstacle to conserving rainforests, oceans, and other
priceless natural resources - See Beyond Greenhype, page 31.
The ancient, forgotten knowledge that we can combine with new,
sustainable technologies to reduce the costs of energy, housing and
transportation - See Culture Change, page 122.
The real five steps you can take to save the Earth - See Beyond
Greenhype, page 49.
And that’s just the beginning. In these two e-books, you’ll also discover:
How we got into this crisis through centuries of blind cultural choices.
How you are feeding the problem through your existing assumptions and
actions.
How you can make real change that will transform society faster than you
can imagine.

Let’s be honest, global warming is going to affect you whether you take action or
not. The question is …

Are you ready to create a brighter future?
Certainly, you can do as much or as little as you choose, but I can guarantee this:
when the effects of climate change finally make their appearance in your
hometown, it will be much easier if you’ve already taken the actions that these ebooks advise.
In fact, if you act now…
You can build a society that works, both before and after the coming changes.
However, you need a complete picture of our reality and you need strategies that
can work in the real world, which is why it’s so important for you to get the
information in these e-books right now.

This is the only chance you get!

You won’t have another opportunity to review these two powerful e-books free of
charge. Test their truths -- try the actions they recommend -- and decide for
yourself if this is information you don’t want to live without!
Plus, you don’t spend a penny now!
You’ll have 20 days to take in the no-holds-barred truths these books reveal
before paying anything.
If you believe these books can change the world – just keep them and
you will automatically be billed a total of $27 for the two of them after 20
days.
Your payment will support the spreading of this planet-saving information
on ACoolerClimate.com and beyond.
If you DON’T believe these books can change the world, you can cancel
at any time within the 20-day period and still receive the e-course free.

YES – I want to reclaim my power to make
a real difference!
To download both Beyond GreenHype and Culture Change,
click the button at right. You’ll be asked to enter your billing
information on a PayPal page…but don’t worry, no
transaction will go through for 20 days!
That’s plenty of time for you to decide whether these two
eye-opening books really give you the information you need
to take effective action against global warming!

.

And…thank you…
I personally want to honor you for taking the actions that everyone on this planet
needs to take. Your commitment places you among the climate heroes who are
taking the steps needed to save life on Earth.
A lot of people talk about wanting to fight global warming. Not many of them
actually take action, whether it’s baby steps or the hidden, advanced tactics you’ll
discover in these e-books!
So from my heart - Thank You!

Nathan Brown
P.S. Remember, this is your only chance to download both e-books for free.
When you do you’ll learn all the untold facts about global warming so you can
really make a difference!

NO – I just want Beyond GreenHype!

